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Barbara was born amongst Brazil's beauty and groove and went on to venture the

world to go find and understand new ideas and sounds. She started her career as a 

professional musician at the age of 18, writing and playing acoustic sets in Belo 

Horizonte, Brazil. Today, her passion lays in finding her artists' intentions and producing 

music that will transmit that to their audience in the most honest and original manner.  

With a career based on exploring technology and creative possibilities, Barbara found 

herself diving into the studio life from the first time she encountered it in 2011. That led 

her to seek knowledge in the most prestigious contemporary music university in the 

world, Berklee College of Music, where she graduated in Contemporary Writing & 

Production in 2016. 

Since then, Barbara has lived in New York City working as a Music Mixing Assistant & 

Editor at RSK Audio on projects such as the award-winning documentary “The 

Colorado," as well as an Assistant Audio Engineer for Robert LB Dorsey (The Roots, 

Beyoncé) and Miki Tsutsumi (Alicia Keys, Jay Z, Whitney Houston) in projects including 

Grammy-Winner Elle Varner, and gospel singer and actress Anaysha Figueroa.  

After entering the music production world, Barbara never stopped writing and 

performing. She picked up bass and, with multi-instrumentalist Vinicius Cavalieri, 

formed a heavy-driven rock band with hints of psychedelia and influences rooted in 

blues and folk: The Surlaws. 

Currently based in Los Angeles, CA, Barbara Schucko is a music producer and composer 

who brings tasteful sound textures to the table. Born and raised in Brazil, her sounds 

travel from Bossa Nova to Rock 'n Roll with an insatiable thirst for the new and 

unexpected.   
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Barbara also keeps her roots in the Brazilian culture as a composer and vocalist. In 

2016, she started a collaboration with the group Mais 55 in Boston, producing a song 

composed by her, called "Lama." It aimed to raise awareness to Brazil's worst 

environmental disaster, which had happened the previous year in her home 

state. Barbara's song was the spark to a more substantial collaboration 

between herself and fellow music producer and friend, Paula Park. Now in 2017, 

Barbara and Paula embark on a journey directing their first documentary, "Mud 

Refugees," that aims to give voice to the people who were silenced and forced to start 

over in a new reality after having everything taken by a tsunami of toxic mud.   

In the never ending path of discovery and change, Barbara Schucko found a home in 

the gravity breaking power, and endless possibilities of music.  


